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General discussion
The general aim of this thesis is to understand how the strength of the presynapse is 
regulated. Given the extreme heterogeneity in presynaptic strength, and the importance 
of tightly controlled vesicle release in brain function, we explored the molecular and 
cellular rules that determine presynaptic strength in individual terminals. 
Firstly, we aimed to describe the cellular rules that dictate the strength of an individual 
terminal. A method was developed combining electrophysiology and live imaging to 
quantify presynaptic strength of large sets of terminals simultaneously. This method was 
described in chapter 2. This chapter also demonstrated that short episodes of activity are 
insufficient to have lasting effects on presynaptic efficacy. The method was employed, 
together with quantitative immunocytochemistry, in chapter 3, which uncovers a novel 
rule that sets presynaptic strength based on synapse location. 

Secondly, we explored the molecular events that underlie the short-term regulation of 
presynaptic strength. Chapter 1 provides a theoretical framework on multiple important 
mechanisms that modify presynaptic strength at the cellular and molecular level. It 
describes the intracellular network of signal transduction pathways that regulates the 
dynamics in presynaptic ion influx and virtually every step in the synaptic vesicle cycle. 
Importantly, it identifies multiple protein kinases as the essential mediators of this 
network and illustrates that apparent independent pathways in fact operate together. 
Chapter 4 reveals a previously unrecognized effector of one of these pathways. The 
phosphorylation of synaptotagmin-1 (syt1) was shown to be essential for specific forms 
of protein kinase C (PKC) -induced regulation of presynaptic strength. In line with the 
network-model for presynaptic regulation discussed in chapter 1, this demonstrates 
that multiple effectors in the signaling network need to be regulated in conjunction to 
efficiently control presynaptic output.
 
Finally, in chapter 5 we attempted to identify (part of ) the genetic program required 
to develop functional synaptic contacts. However, in contrast to previous findings in 
invertebrates, we found no effect on removal of the transcription factor menin on the 
formation of synapses in hippocampal neurons.  

Presynaptic computation: multiple levels of regulation
Molecular architecture of synapse
Presynaptic terminals are highly complex molecular machines, consisting of over 600 
different proteins that operate together to regulate vesicle fusion. As described in chapter 
3 and previously by others [1, 2], the local concentration of these proteins differs from 
synapse to synapse, and levels are not necessarily correlated between proteins. Protein 
levels can strongly affect vesicle fusion efficacy [3, 4], and their regulation may provide a 
potent long term mechanism to regulate synaptic output. For most synaptic proteins, it 
is not fully understood how they are delivered to the synapse, and to what extent their 
levels are regulated in plasticity. During synaptogenesis, many presynaptic proteins are 
transported to synapses in large precursor vesicles, so-called Piccolo-Bassoon transport 
vesicles (PTVs) [5, 6]. However, they appear to deliver the same set of proteins to each 
synapse [6], and thus extensive rearrangement of protein content must occur after 
the arrival of a PTV. This rearrangement of protein content is likely an ongoing process 
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throughout the lifespan of a synapse, since mature synapses continuously tune protein 
content based on synaptic use [1, 2, 7].  Proteins might either be resorted and transported 
to other synapses, or degraded in the proteasome. Selective degradation of individual 
proteins has been described for a number of proteins in the terminal [2, 8, 9], but how 
this is regulated in conjunction with other processes is unknown.  Individual proteins can 
also be added to the synapse via other transporting vesicles, or local protein synthesis 
(see [10, 11] for review). For the expression of postsynaptic long-term potentiation, it is 
thought that a (yet unidentified) synaptic ‘tag’ labels a specific synapse to which newly 
synthesized proteins should be trafficked [12]. It is not unlikely that a similar mechanism 
exists in the presynapse, to attract specific proteins (and vesicles?) during synaptic 
plasticity.

On top of the control of protein content, the release machinery efficacy is heavily 
regulated by posttranslational modifications. Phosphorylation is best described in this 
respect, but other processes like palmitoylation, sumoylation and acetylation are known 
to contribute as well [13]. Most of these modifications probably affect one or multiple 
aspects of presynaptic strength. Based on the rapid time scale on which posttranslational 
modifications occur, they are most suitable for fast adaptations in presynaptic efficacy. 
The rapid induction of plasticity induced by PKC and PKA are excellent examples of this 
[14-16].  Changes in protein levels are most prominent on the time scale of minutes to 
hours, and are thus expected mostly contribute to slower forms in plasticity.    

Tuning the synapse to its environment
A synapse should be correctly tuned to the properties and events in its environment, to 
optimize the performance of the neuronal network. Some of these processes are highly 
dynamic, like short-term plasticity and modulation by receptor activation (chapter 1), or 
homeostatic plasticity [17]. It seems, however, that these dynamic processes are added 
on top of a static “baseline strength” of each synapse. This baseline strength is highly 
dependent on the postsynaptic target neuron [18-22].
 
In Chapter 3, we revealed that presynaptic strength strongly correlates with its dendritic 
position, with terminals formed close to the postsynaptic soma being the strongest. In 
view of the importance of dendritic synapse position in postsynaptic signal integration 
[23], it is very likely that both scaling mechanisms strongly affect the computational 
properties of the cell. Importantly, we found that this distance-dependent regulation was 
highly dependent on the postsynaptic cell type as it was almost absent in dentate gyrus 
(DG) granule cells. Granule cells also have only weak distance-dependent regulation of 
postsynaptic strength [24].
 
The dendritic integration mode is strikingly different between different cell types in 
the brain [24-27]. CA1 and cortical pyramidal cells can strongly amplify few incoming 
inputs by supralinear integration [28, 29].  DG granule cell dendrites do not express 
such amplification rules, and summate inputs in a linear fashion [24]. In the cerebellum, 
dendrites of Golgi interneurons and stellate cells are passive and therefore act as sublinear 
integrators, with distal EPSPs being attenuated in favor of proximal EPSPs [26, 30].  Due to 
these integration rules, neuron subtypes act as distinct computational units (integrator, 
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multiplier, adder, etcetera) to perform specific arithmetic tasks within the network 
(reviewed [30]). For instance, DG granule cells only fire an action potential after activation 
of a large number (±50) of inputs, thereby integrating information of a large population 
of inputs. On the other hand, CA1 pyramidal cells need only around 5 synchronous inputs, 
and thus can amplify relatively weak incoming activity [24]. It will be very interesting 
to see to what extent distance-dependent scaling of presynaptic strength is applied in 
other neuron subtypes, and if this is indeed dependent on the integration mode of the 
dendritic tree. Recent work in the cerebellum suggests that presynaptic terminals on the 
dendrites of stellate cells scale their strength independent of synapse location [26]. The 
interplay between pre- and postsynapse thus differs in different brain areas.
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Figure 6.1. Proposed molecular mechanisms for distance-dependent scaling. Information 
on synapse location could be transmitted by diffusible signal molecules, like NO or 
endocannabinoids. These molecules bind to presynaptic receptors, and directly modulate the 
molecular release machinery and vesicle dynamics. Alternatively, distance-dependent scaling 
could be mediated by transsynaptic adhesion molecules, like neurexins and cadherins. These 
proteins can affect presynaptic strength by remodeling the cytoarchitecture of the synapse 
and attract essential scaffolding molecules to the active zone. Both mechanisms are not 
mutually exclusive, and could act in parallel.
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 How exactly pre- and postsynaptic scaling rules affect the performance of a neuronal 
network is not understood. Since many processes are acting in parallel, and few 
experimental tools are available to manipulate these processes, computer modeling is 
probably the most fruitful method at the moment to dissect the relevance of distance-
dependent scaling.

Molecules that mediate distance-dependent scaling
A major question concerning distance-dependent scaling is, how the presynapse “knows” 
at which distance of the postsynaptic soma the terminal is formed. There are two basic 
routes that can be followed (Figure 6.1). The first route is via diffusible signal molecules 
that can be released from the target dendrite. These include endocannabinoids, nitric 
oxide, BDNF and many others (see [31] for a recent review). These signal molecules 
could be released from the dendrite in a distance-dependent manner, and are known to 
modulate presynaptic strength. Important limitation of this mechanism is that it uses a lot 
of resources from the postsynaptic cell. These molecules would have to be continuously 
synthesized and released to keep the presynaptic terminal at a certain strength, which 
put high demand on energetic and metabolic resources. This high consumption of the 
cell’s recourses is not to be expected from such a constitutively active, and rigid system. In 
addition, the release of these molecules is often controlled by (postsynaptic) activity [31], 
while we showed that distance-dependent scaling is independent of activity (Chapter 3).

The second route utilizes a stable connection between the pre-and postsynaptic cell, by 
the use of trans-synaptic adhesion molecules. These molecules, like neurexins, cadherins 
and leucine-rich repeat transmembrane proteins (LRRTMs), are essential for synapse 
formation, and control synapse specificity in neuronal circuits [32]. Importantly, these 
proteins can also affect presynaptic strength. For instance, interference with postsynaptic 
expression of neuroligin or n-cadherin strongly affect presynaptic release probability in 
hippocampal neurons [33, 34].
 
Specific (combinations of ) transsynaptic adhesion molecules are expressed at specific 
locations on the dendritic arbor (reviewed in [32]).  This is essential for the laminar 
specificity of presynaptic input that is found in many brain areas, but could potentially 
also regulate presynaptic efficacy. Therefore, transsynaptic adhesion molecules are 
attractive candidates to control presynaptic distance-dependent scaling. Scaling by 
adhesion molecules would require fewer metabolic resources to maintain the connection 
once established, since no continuous production and secretion of signal molecules is 
required. In addition, the stability of this connection fits with robustness of distance-
dependent scaling, which does not change in older cells or in response to synapse activity 
(Chapter 3).  It is therefore most likely that adhesion molecules are utilized for the lion’s 
share of distance-dependent scaling, and that diffusible retrograde messengers mediate 
faster, activity-dependent forms of plasticity [34,37].
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Modulation of presynaptic strength by DAG and PKC
DAG and PKC: Interdependence between multiple effectors 
Of the presynaptic pathways discussed in chapter 1, the DAG-PKC pathway is best 
described. Previous studies proved that both the binding of DAG to Munc13 and 
the activation of PKC are essential for this pathway to increase presynaptic strength 
[14, 35, 36]. Munc18 was identified as the essential substrate for PKC, since a non-
phosphorylatable version of Munc18 prohibits potentiation, while a phospho-mimetic 
variant partly bypasses the need for PKC [14]. However, we demonstrated in chapter 4 
that PKC-dependent phosphorylation of synaptotagmin-1 (syt1) is critical as well, at least 
for potentiation of action-potential evoked release. Thus, at least 3 effectors of the DAG-
PKC pathway must be activated simultaneously in order to affect presynaptic output. It 
is not understood how the synapse “checks” whether all effectors are activated, and how, 
for instance, non-phosphorylated synaptotagmin prevents potentiation (see below).
 
This also raises the question what the role of other PKC substrates is in regulation of 
vesicle release. Are they also critical for PKC-dependent plasticity? Phosphorylation 
of SNAP25 might affect the release of catecholamines in neurons [37] and increases 
vesicle recruitment in non-neuronal cells [38, 39].  Its effect on synaptic vesicle release 
has been studied to some extent, but the data from different neuronal preparations is 
contradictive [37, 40, 41]. For the insertion of postsynaptic NMDA receptors induced by 
PMA, phosphorylation of SNAP25 appears to be essential [42]. Other presynaptic PKC 
substrates include GAP43, MARCKS, NSF, IP3 receptors, Ras and Raf (see chapter 1 for 
details). Surprisingly, phosphorylation of NSF reduces it binding to SNARE complexes, 
which suggests it has a negative role on vesicle release [43]. This suggests that NSF 
phoshorylation has a negative effect on vesicle release. Ras and Raf phosphorylation 
activates the MAPK/Erk pathway. This pathway regulates synapse function via yet 
unknown mechanisms (see Chapter 1), but requires intense stimulation before it is 
activated [44]. 

The apparent different contributions of DAG and PKC in various preparations (compare 
[14, 35, 45, 46]), strongly suggest that the DAG/PKC pathway operates differently on 
distinct release machineries. The nature behind these differences is not understood,  but 
the differential expression of PKC substrates and other release machinery components 
is probably an important factor. For instance, besides expressing SNAP25 and 
synaptotagmin-1, chromaffin cells also express SNAP23 and synaptotagmin-7 [47, 48], 
which both lack the PKC phosphorylation site. Synaptotagmin-7 mediates a significant 
portion of release in chromaffin cells [47], and SNAP23 can compete with SNAP25 in 
vesicle release [49]. These alternative release machinery components might substitute 
PKC-substrates in DAG/PKC-induced potentiation. Synaptotagmin-7 and SNAP23 are also 
expressed in (subpopulations of ) synapses  [51, 52], but do not mediate synchronous 
synaptic vesicle fusion [49, 50]. The insertion of postsynaptic receptors again utilizes 
slightly different components, and is mediated by SNAP23 and syntaxin-4 [51, 52]. The 
Calyx of Held uses synaptotagmin-2 as major Ca2+ sensor, which is not a PKC substrate 
[4, 53]. It is possible that the expression synaptotagmin-2 accounts for the reduced 
contribution of PKC in DAG-induced potentiation that is observed in the Calyx of Held 
[35].
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DAG/PKC effectors promote SNAP25-Syntaxin interactions
Rather than acting via an individual substrate, PKC might need to bring the entire release 
machinery into a new state to facilitate the increased synaptic release probability. 
Activation of all substrates appears not to be additive, but greatly amplifies the effect 
of the individual components, and only then vesicle release is potentiated. In order to 
act in such a cooperative fashion, it most likely that all effectors form, or act on a single 
protein complex. As discussed before (see chapter 4), phorbol esters act at a late stage 
of the vesicle cycle, by increasing the rate of vesicle priming and release willingness. The 
exact molecular processes that take place in this sequence of the vesicle cycle turned 
out to be difficult to untangle, and are under strong debate (see [54] and [55] for recent 
opposing views). It is not completely understood at which stages Munc13 and Munc18 
act in SNARE assembly, and the exact molecular state of a primed vesicle in unknown 
to date. Importantly, whether or not stable trans-SNARE complexes are actually formed 
prior to vesicle fusion remains an open question [54].
 
The idea that SNARE complexes only fully assemble during vesicle fusion might help to 
explain the actions of DAG/PKC on this machinery. Syntaxin and SNAP25 are known to 
bind to each other to form the so-called 1:1 complex [56, 57], which serves as an acceptor 
complex for VAMP binding [58] and promotes vesicle docking in chromaffin cells [59]. 
It was recently proposed that the formation of this 1:1 complex might be sufficient 
for vesicle priming [54, 60]. Intriguingly, Munc18, Munc13 and syt1 all independently 
stabilize the 1:1 syntaxin/SNAP25 complex, at least in vitro [61]. Munc18 facilitates the 
transition from closed syntaxin to the 1:1 complex [58, 62, 66, 67]. The MUN domain of 
Munc13 accelerates the transition between the syntaxin/Munc18 to SNARE/Munc18 
complex [63,69]. Syt1 binds to the 1:1 complex [64], which is accelerated by Ca2+ [65, 66], 
and drives the docking of vesicles to the plasma membrane [59, 67]. This interaction was 
suggested to be sufficient to bring a vesicle in the primed state [60,74]. After formation 
of the 1:1 (or SNARE) complex, vesicle fusion is probably prevented by ‘clamps’, like 
complexins [67, 68] and/or syt1 [69, 70], which are only released after increase in local 
Ca2+ concentration.
 
DAG and PKC can increase the efficiency of multiple steps of vesicle priming (Figure 
6.2).  Phosphorylation of Munc18 decreases its affinity for syntaxin [71, 72], which could 
increase syntaxin availability for 1:1 complex formation. DAG binding to Munc13 is 
thought to disinhibit the MUN domain [73] and increases its catalytic activity and the 
stabilization of the 1:1 complex. PKC-mediated phosphorylation of SNAP25 increases 
the stability of the 1:1 complex as well [74]. Although SNAP25 phosphorylation slightly 
decreases syt1 binding [74], phosphorylation of syt1 doubles binding to SNAP25 and 
syntaxin [75]. Thus, the 1:1 complex might be an intermediate stage of SNARE complex 
formation that can bind to, and could be stabilized by all three known essential effectors 
of DAG and PKC. The increased formation of this complex could be central in the effect of 
this pathway. It should be noted that syt1, Munc18 and Munc13 bind to the assembled 
SNARE complex [63, 76-78], which could explain the increased vesicle fusogeneity 
induced by DAG/PKC as well. 
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A working model for DAG/PKC in vesicle release
If the formation of the 1:1 complex and its binding to syt1 is indeed decisive for vesicle 
priming, it provides a good working model for the effect of DAG/PKC (Figure 6.2). 
Phosphorylated Munc18, syt1 and SNAP25, and Munc13 bound to DAG would all increase 
the stability of the 1:1 complex, leading to more 1:1 complexes available for vesicle fusion. 
It could be that, at least in hippocampal synapses, too few complexes become associated 
with a vesicle after interference with one DAG/PKC effector to potentiate release. 
Although 1 to 3 SNARE complexes are sufficient for vesicle fusion [79-81], a larger number 
of primed complexes probably increases the release probability of the vesicle [80],  which 
is a hallmark of DAG/PKC activity. The increased availability of the 1:1 complex would 
furthermore greatly enhance vesicle replenishment during intense stimulation, which is 
another feature of DAG/PKC activity. The binding between syt1 and the 1:1 complex is 
enhanced by Ca2+ [65, 66], which explains why syt1 phosphorylation is dispensable for 
Ca2+-dependent refilling of the RRP.
 
Several testable predictions can be made based on this working model. Firstly, it predicts 
that Ca2+ - independent refilling of the RRP is reduced by a non-phosphorylatable 
mutant of syt1. Secondly, it predicts that overexpression of other factors that stabilize 
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Figure 6.2. Working model for DAG/PKC-induced potentiation of vesicle release. Under 
resting conditions (top), Munc18 and Munc13 promote the formation of a small number 
of SNAP25/Syntaxin 1:1 complexes, and thereby activate vesicle priming. With only few 1:1 
complexes available for fusion, the vesicular release probability (Pvr) will be low. During DAG/
PKC activity (bottom), the formation of 1:1 complexes in increased, due to lower syntaxin 
affinity of Munc18, increased MUN-domain availability from Munc13, increase affinity for 
the complex of syt1 and increased syntaxin affinity of SNAP25. Since more 1:1 complexes are 
available for fusion, the Pvr will be high.
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the 1:1 complex can substitute for phosphorylation of syt1, and possibly Munc18. This 
is also a possible explanation for the apparent discrepancy in the DAG/PKC pathway in 
different preparations: different populations of synapses (and neurosecretory cells?) 
probably have different ratios of  such stabilizing factors. First candidates to test would 
be Munc13’s MUN domain and SNAP25. The MUN domain on its own can promote vesicle 
priming in hippocampal neurons and chromaffin cells [82, 83]. Overexpression of SNAP25 
most likely increases the number of 1:1 complexes, and has been shown to rescue vesicle 
docking in Munc18 deficient chromaffin cells [59]. The model is also consistent with data 
obtained from a constitutively open syntaxin mutant, which is thought to increase the 
number of associated SNARE complexes per primed vesicle [84]. This mutant displays an 
increased vesicle release fusogenicity and increased spontaneous release [84], which is 
reminiscent of the effect of DAG/PKC. The response to phorbol esters is reduced in this 
mutant [84], which could be due to a ceiling effect.

Presynaptic strength in health and disease
This thesis summarizes existing data and contributes new experimental evidence on how 
the strength of presynaptic terminals is regulated. But how relevant is this regulation in 
animal and human behavior? With respect to the heterogeneity in release probability 
and short-term plasticity (STP), we currently mostly have to rely on simulations or ex vivo 
experiments, due to the lack of suitable experimental procedures in behaving animals. 
Exceptions are in vivo recordings in sensory pathways, that indicated that STP is of 
importance for real-time processing of incoming signals [85, 86]. A recent study made use 
of knockdown of syt1, which gives rise to weak, strongly facilitating synapses, to test the 
role of STP in cortex and hippocampus in contextual fear memories [87]. While memory 
formation was marginally affected after knockdown in the hippocampus, fear memory 
was blocked after cortical knockdown. This suggests that in the hippocampus, but not in 
the cortex, strong presynaptic facilitation can make up for low initial pr [87]. 

Genetic studies in humans do suggest that mutations in presynaptic proteins are likely 
to affect cognition [88-90] and may underlie many neurological disorders, including 
autism [91, 92], major depression [93], epilepsia [88, 92, 94] and schizophrenia [95]. Few 
mutations are very disruptive (see for instance [88]), and their phenotype is most likely 
caused by an strong effect on synaptic vesicle fusion. Most mutations, however, like in 
PCLO [93] or RIMS1 [90] are more subtle, and support normal synaptic transmission. 
These mutations might have subtle effects on (certain types of ) presynaptic plasticity, 
or have a small shift in release probability, leading to a small but significant change in 
synaptic output. Importantly, most of these disorders are polygenetic, meaning that 
probably no phenotype will be observed after the introduction of a single mutation. Only 
after accumulation of mutations in multiple synaptic components, a defect might be 
observed. This points out that we need an complete understanding of synapse function, 
to unravel the biochemical defects that underlie neurological disorders. Only then we can 
understand how mutations in multiple genes add up to and lead to synapse dysfunction. 

With respect to modulation of presynaptic strength by presynaptic receptors, the 
relevance is more obvious. Genetic and pharmacological studies in rodents provide 
insight in the function of these receptors, and many presynaptic receptors are important 
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drug targets. For instance, metabotropic serotonin receptors, especially 5HT1B and 
5HT1D, are found on presynaptic terminals throughout the brain, including neocortex, 
hippocampus, striatum and nucleus accumbens, where they regulate neurotransmitter 
release [96]. Pharmacological compounds directed to these receptors are being used 
in the clinic to treat migraine and psychosis [96-98]. mGluRs, in particular type II/III, are 
prominently expressed at the presynapse, to control release probability and the induction 
of presynaptic plasticity [99, 100]. Probably due to their high expression levels in the 
hippocampus, pharmacological or genetic blockade of mGluRs affect spatial memory 
in rodents (reviewed in [99]).  Several pharmaca are directed to mGluRs to treat anxiety 
disorders and schizophrenia [101]. CB1 receptors are highly abundant throughout the 
brain [102], and strongly regulate presynaptic strength and long-term plasticity (reviewed 
in [103]). CB1Rs have an important role in learning and memory, and exogenous CB1R 
agonists potently impair memory formation in rodents and humans [103, 104]. One 
such agonist, Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol, is the primary psychoactive constituent of 
cannabis, and therefore CB1Rs are central in the psychoactive effects of cannabis usage. 
Pharmacological compounds directed to CB1R are used or tested for treatments against 
obesity [105].
  
These examples illustrate that presynaptic receptors play an important role in brain 
function, and can be powerful pharmacological targets to treat neurological disorders. 
The wide versatility among  these receptors opens opportunities for new, more specific 
treatments. In order to do so,  detailed mapping of their expression and signaling is 
instrumental to understand the potential impact of new compounds. It should be noted 
that many of these receptors are not uniquely expressed at the presynapse, but are also 
found on dendrites, glial cells and non-neuronal cells. This can give rise to unanticipated 
side effects of compounds targeted to these receptors. On the other hand, the beneficial 
effect of drug treatment might not (only) be caused by an effect on synaptic function. 
In these circumstances, pharmaca could alternatively be targeted to specific synaptic 
downstream effectors of the receptor, rather than interfering with receptor signaling 
itself. 
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Outlook
Scientific research in the last decades has gained fundamental insights into presynaptic 
function. However, major issues remain to be addressed before we have a complete 
overview on how the synapse works. Several questions on how synapses are regulated 
within a neuronal network arise from the work presented in this thesis.

Are canonical signaling pathways indeed present in every synapse?
Experiments on the DAG/PKC and cAMP/PKA pathways revealed that activation of these 
pathways has different effects in distinct neuronal cell types. It is unknown, however, 
if every synapse of an individual neuron also responds differently to different pathway 
activation. The DAG/PKC pathway, for instance, potently regulates synaptic output in 
hippocampal cells. But does every synapse of a given hippocampal neuron respond to 
DAG/PKC activation? And if they do not, how does the synapse regulate this? Single-
synapse imaging studies indeed suggest that not every synapse responds to the same 
extent to pathway activation (see Chapter 2 and [106]). These studies elucidate yet 
unexplored mechanisms to tune the strength of individual synapses.

How is distance-dependent scaling regulated?
Distance-dependent scaling has appeared as a potent mechanism to regulate synaptic 
strength, for both pre- and post synapse. Furthermore, it is a prominent method for 
individual neurons to compute incoming information, to perform arithmetic tasks within 
a neuronal network. But how is this achieved? How do individual synapses ‘know’ their 
position on the dendritic tree? And how is this information transferred to the presynapse?

(How) does distance-dependent scaling affect information transfer?
Presynaptic strength is regulated based dendritic position. But does this location 
dependency have any effect on information transfer between neurons? Is there a way 
to interfere with distance-dependent scaling, and how does this affect the output of the 
neuronal network?

How is protein content and vesicle pool size determined in an individual synapse?
Individual synapses appear to tune the exact protein content based on synaptic use and 
postsynaptic target. How is this achieved? Is every protein independently regulated, or 
are there groups of proteins that are regulated in conjunction? The same holds for the 
total number of vesicles in a terminal. How is the total vesicle pool size determined? Can 
a synapse actively attract or repel vesicles? And what is the relevance of ‘nonreleasable’ 
vesicles in the synapse?

What are the molecular mechanisms of DAG/PKC-dependent plasticity?
The DAG/PKC pathway is one of the most potent mechanisms to increase presynaptic 
strength. But how do the individual effectors operate together to potentiate release? 
Is the formation and stabilization of the 1:1 complex indeed central for this pathway to 
operate? And how do synaptotagmin-2 dependent synapses mediate phorbol ester-
induced potentiation?
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